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WOOD TECH “Heads-Up™” Moulder Head Program
Nearly 1000 Configurations - Wood Tech Enterprises now offers you almost
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“Heads-Up™”
program

1000 different moulder heads with fast delivery. It includes more configurations than
anyone’s ever offered before.

Made in America!- And every component of our moulder heads is manufactured
right here in America, so that you are assured of getting the highest quality you've
come to expect from Wood Tech Enterprises.

Full Service - Plus Wood Tech services every moulder head we sell and just about
every moulder head anyone else sells, too. We’ll thoroughly clean and inspect your
moulder head, make any adjustments or repairs necessary and have it working like
new again. Just call the number above for more details.

How to Order - The lines offers you multiple choice cutter heads with fast delivery.
We do it by keeping certain features of each moulder head constant, while letting you
choose from specific ordering variables (most moulder heads offer limited variables
to simplify ordering and speed of manufacturing.) Due to the special order nature of
these items, no returns are allowed unless these items are manufactured incorrectly.
Moulder head orders should be faxed or mailed to Wood Tech Enterprises, Inc.
We thank you for your understanding in this matter.
Different species of wood depending on geographic origin, moisture content, etc. may
require some adjustments in hook angle, feed rate and knife marks per inch to achieve
desired results.

Wood Tech Quality Assurance
Our “Heads-Up Program” offers
you a wide range of optional head
configurations with quick delivery.
We do it by keeping certain features
of each moulder head constant, while
letting you choose from specific
ordering variables (most moulder
heads offer limited variables to
simplify ordering and speed of
manufacturing.) Due to the special
order nature of these items, no returns
are allowed unless these items are
manufactured incorrectly. Moulder
head orders should be faxed or mailed
to Wood Tech Enterprises, Inc. Thank
you for your understanding in this
matter.

Hook Angle Options

Please Note:
All Heads supplied
without knives.

